
Tokyo - Gallery Sumire is pleased to announce its 
first art fair participation in the 7th edition of  ART 
APART SINGAPORE, Singapore’s first hotel-
based boutique art fair. Gallery Sumire will present 
a selection of  works by five Japanese talented and 
young artists. They are presented for the first time 
to the art lovers and collectors in Singapore. 

Gallery Sumire’s room will highlight two artists, 
Shinichi Wakasa and Yukyo Yamamoto, whose 
technical backgrounds come from Japanese 
traditional painting.

Shinichi Wakasa begun creating drawings on the 
motifs of  a lion and tiger in the style in Yamato-e 
(classical Japanese paintings) as well as the Gods 
(mythical beasts) of  the ancient mountain worship. 
His humorous perspective of  the world represents
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the influence of  subcultures such as animation and 
manga. 

Yukyo Yamamoto’s art ranges widely from flat-
surface works to installations. The underlying 
purpose of  his production is to connect a micro 
world such as a grain of  rice or a one-yen coin to a 
wider macro world. Although his motifs are the 
micro one-yen coin and grain of  rice, the scale of  
the world in his works embraces universal concepts.
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Gallery Sumire represents Japanese artists who embody the heart of  Japanese tradition and 
history. The artists express their inner spirituality with respects to their origins inspiring new 
dimensions in their art works and Japanese art history.

Gallery Sumire was founded in 2006 as an international art sales department of  Gallery Mitake 
(Tokyo). The gallery first specialized in Italian frescos and officially distributed Mariani Affreschi‘s 
fresco paintings to major Japanese department stores. In collaboration with Gallery Mitake, 
Gallery Sumire also introduced Japanese fine artists to Japanese collectors.	


For press inquiries, please contact: Ayako Mochimaru, ayako@gallerysumire.com	

Presenting works by

Suzume Uchida               
Hiroshi Kobayashi
Yukyo Yamamoto              
Koh Shimizu
Wakasa Shinichi *The artist will be present during the fair	
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Image on the 1st page: Shinichi Wakasa, Take-sama to Tora-sama no Zu (Image of  Bamboo and Tiger,) 2014, 
washi and mineral pigments, 91cm x 72.7cm. Yukyo Yamamoto, A Man of  725 Yen , 2014, Japanese 
paper, Alminum leaf, Frottage on Japanese one-yen coins, 60.6cm x 72.7cm.


